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hyperspectral image data

S. Enayat Hosseini Aria,* Massimo Menenti, and Ben G. H. Gorte
Delft University of Technology, Civil Engineering and Geosciences Faculty,

Geoscience and Remote Sensing Department, Delft, The Netherlands

Abstract. Hyperspectral images may be applied to classify objects in a scene. The redundancy
in hyperspectral data implies that fewer spectral features might be sufficient for discriminating
the objects captured in a scene. The availability of labeled classes of several areas in a scene
paves the way for a supervised dimensionality reduction, i.e., using a discrimination measure
between the classes in a scene to select spectral features. We show that averaging adjacent
spectral channels and using wider spectral regions yield a better class separability than the
selection of individual channels from the original hyperspectral dataset. We used a method
named spectral region splitting (SRS), which creates a new feature space by averaging neigh-
boring channels. In addition to the common benefits of channel selection methods, the algo-
rithm constructs wider spectral regions when it is useful. Using different class separability
measures over various datasets resulted in a better discrimination between the classes than
the best-selected channels using the same measure. The reason is that the wider spectral
regions led to a reduction in intraclass distances and an improvement in class discrimination.
The overall classification accuracy of two hyperspectral scenes gave an increase of about two-
percent when using the spectral regions determined by applying SRS. © The Authors. Published
by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of
this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI:
10.1117/1.JRS.11.046010]
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1 Introduction

Hyperspectral imagery can provide a complete spectral coverage in the 400- to 2500-nm spectral
range with narrow spectral channels, causing an increase in the data dimensionality.1–3 On the
one hand, the high dimensionality of hyperspectral data has the potential to identify observed
targets and patterns reliably. On the other hand, it escalates the complexity of the data that must
be analyzed.4–6 The main challenge of using hyperspectral images is reducing the cost of data
inspection without degrading the potential of image classification and pattern recognition.7–9

Dimensionality reduction (DR) techniques are applied to hyperspectral images before classifi-
cation procedures to mitigate the so-called curse of the dimensionality of hyperspectral
datasets.10–12 In classification procedures, for example, the problem of hyperdimensionality
can usually be observed, i.e., the classification accuracy increases gradually with the number
of features or dimensions but decreases when the number of features (spectral bands) becomes
large.13,14 Sometimes, using algorithms less dependent on the number of dimensions, such as the
support vector machine (SVM),10,15,16 is a solution. Another way is to obtain a limited number of
features and apply frequently used classification algorithms to achieve a high classification
accuracy.8,17–20
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The main objective of the DR method used in our approach was to evaluate the potential of
wider spectral bands versus the narrow spectral channels in the original hyperspectral image data
to achieve a better class separability and a good classification accuracy with a limited number of
features. Having a sufficient number of labeled classes based on ground truth in an image cap-
tured by a hyperspectral sensor, it is feasible to measure the discrimination between the classes in
the feature space. In general, the objective is to achieve maximum separability of the labeled
classes since, by maximizing class separability, the minimum-error-rate classification is
expected,21–23 which leads to more accurate and reliable classification results. It can be achieved
by selecting the spectral bands that increase the class discrimination. This type of feature selec-
tion using a set of predefined classes is a supervised method.19,20,24

Ideally, the best bands for an image classification and class separability are those that provide
larger interclass distances and smaller intraclass diameters in the selected feature space.18,21,24

For example, in one-dimensional feature space, the interclass distance can be obtained simply by
measuring the Euclidean distance between the class means, and the class variances can provide
the intraclass diameter. Separability measures such as Mahalanobis (Mh) distance and Jeffreys–
Matusita (JM)23 account for both the inter- and the intraclass distance implicitly, i.e., a larger Mh
distance gives a higher ratio of inter- to intraclass distances. These separability measures can be
plugged in to a DR method to obtain a channel set that maximizes class discrimination.19

There are several supervised channel selection methods,5,18–20,25 mostly aiming at maximiz-
ing class separability. In this paper, we apply a method called the spectral region splitting (SRS)
to identify spectral regions that maximize class separability. This method allows the use of differ-
ent metrics to obtain the required spectral configuration, given a hyperspectral dataset. SRS,
similar to other DR techniques, mitigates the curse of dimensionality;13 however, it may not
be categorized into the standard DR methods.

Usually, DR is obtained by feature extraction (FE) and feature selection (FS) techniques with
the aim of exploiting the most useful information carried by hyperspectral data.4,8,17 FE methods
transform the data into a new coordinate system to provide the required features, but the trans-
formation may compromise some critical information associated with the physical meanings of
original spectral bands.26 On the other hand, feature (channel) selection techniques identify a
subset of the original channels for a given purpose, having the advantage of preserving the origi-
nal information in the dataset.27,28

SRS is an alternative method to channel selection techniques, which averages adjacent chan-
nels into spectral regions (bands), instead of selecting a subset of the original spectral channels.
Each band covers a number of adjacent channels of the original image, and each channel is used
in exactly one band. The final band configuration is also contiguous, so it covers the whole of the
spectrum captured by an imaging spectrometer. At every pixel, the signal value in a band is the
average of the values of the adjacent channels included in this band. The primary advantage over
channel selection is that no information gets thrown away.

There are also other methods that cluster adjacent spectral channels for different purposes and
substitute them with a value per pixel, e.g., the mean reflectance spectrum.5,29–31 For example,
Jensen and Solberg29 averaged adjacent spectral channels to minimize the square representation
error of spectral curve in a scene. Cariou et al.31 used an unsupervised method to find the least-
dependent spectral regions by averaging adjacent channels. The final bandset obtained by these
methods including SRS is a set of contiguous spectral regions with different widths covering the
whole spectrum. In addition to the higher signal-to-noise ratio of the wider bands than of the
narrow channels of the original hyperspectral data, in this approach, we demonstrate the advan-
tage of averaging adjacent channels in increasing class discrimination.

We applied different separability metrics with SRS, and we evaluated all the metrics with two
hyperspectral datasets. The separability metrics used were Euclidean, Mh, divergence,
Bhattacharyya, transformed divergence (TD), and JM distance.23 We also compared SRS with
three well-known search algorithms used in channel selection: branch and bound (BB),32 sequen-
tial forward selection (SFS),33 and sequential forward floating selection (SFFS).34

The selected feature sets were also evaluated regarding classification accuracy, although we
obtained the features completely independent of the classification method. This type of FS proc-
ess is called filter approach;33–35 there is no classifier involved in the FS procedure, and the
features selected are entirely independent of the classifier applied in the subsequent classification
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procedure. As mentioned, in our study, we identify features by focusing on class separability,
which is only one of the factors that determines the final results of the classification. The other
approaches are so-called wrapper models33–35 that select features on the basis of classification
accuracy. In general, the wrapper approaches search for a subset of features using the induction
algorithm and utilize its performance, usually accuracy, as the criterion to select features. We also
compared our classification results with the ones obtained with an algorithm based on the wrap-
per approach.

This study is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews frequently used search algorithms in
channel selection and the separability metrics utilized in this study. Section 3 explains the con-
cept of the SRS method and its advantage, and Sec. 4 describes the datasets used. Section 5
presents five different experiments and the results, including an evaluation of SRS by comparing
it with the BB, SFS, and SFFS techniques and the classification accuracy achieved. A discussion
is presented at the end of this section. Finally, the findings of this study are summarized in Sec. 6.

2 Review

In this section, we review search algorithms widely applied in supervised channel selection
methods. These algorithms select the channels where spectral information is more relevant
for assigning pixels to predefined classes in the given scene and “relevance” is measured by
a specific separability metric. The selected channels can later be used in a classification pro-
cedure. The review also covers class separability metrics and provides a framework to evaluate
the application of SRS in combination with a separability metric for a supervised selection of
spectral features.

2.1 Search Algorithms

The aim of the feature (channel) selection methods is to select the best combination of n out of N
variables on the basis of a predefined metric of performance. In the supervised FS for DR of
hyperspectral images, finding a truly optimal combination is very challenging due to the dimen-
sionality of data. The selection of a limited number of channels, e.g., 10, from an original hyper-
spectral image, with, e.g., 224 channels, requires the evaluation of a huge number of
combinations, i.e., 7.15 × 1016, which makes the evaluation of all of them impossible. This prob-
lem is known to be NP-hard.36,37 Therefore, instead of an exhaustive search, a greedy algorithm,
which solves the problem heuristically to find a near optimal solution, is usually apply.38

There are several search strategies to select n out of N spectral channels of an original hyper-
spectral dataset. Here, we briefly explain three frequently used search algorithms, which later
will be compared with the SRS method.

2.1.1 Branch and bound

This technique was developed to select the best subset of n features from an N-feature set.32 The
algorithm avoids the exhaustive search by rejecting suboptimal subsets without direct evaluation
and guarantees that the selected subset yields the globally best value of any monotonic metric.
However, the BB algorithm is applicable for small datasets, and, if the number of features in the
original dataset is high, the utilization of BB is expensive.34 This is due to the rapid growth with
the number of features of the enumeration scheme (solution tree) in the BB algorithm, leading to
a dramatic increase in computational cost.39,40

2.1.2 Sequential forward selection

This method has been used in many FS approaches4,18,20,41 and can be applied to large datasets.
This method is much faster than BB.34 SFS is an iterative process that selects a single element
(such as a channel) that appears to be the best when combined with a previously selected subset
of elements.33 The principle of SFS and SRS is similar (see Sec. 3.1). The method reduces the
complexity of selection significantly by progressively ranking the evaluated selections. It permits
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an analyst to make trade-offs between system complexity and performance. However, SFS suf-
fers a problem, the so-called “nesting effect,” i.e., a feature once selected cannot be dis-
carded later.

2.1.3 Sequential forward floating selection

This method is also a sequential search method that is characterized by dynamically changing the
number of features included or eliminated at each step.34 Features selected can be later discarded
in a search strategy, which avoids the nesting effect problem. There is no guarantee, however,
that SFFS always provides a better subset of features than SFS.42 SFFS is also faster than BB.34

2.2 Separability Metrics

The separability distance shows how well the given classes are separated in the feature space,
which provides guidance for the actual classification of images. Swain and Davis defined the
separability analysis as a performance assessment based on the training data to estimate the
expected error in the classification for various feature combinations.22

There are several separability metrics, with the simplest ones only taking into account the
interclass distances, while most consider both interclass distance and intraclass diameter.
Figure 1 schematically shows two normally distributed classes [Nðμa; σ2aÞ; Nðμb; σ2bÞ] in one-
dimensional feature space. The distance obtained from the mean values ðμa − μbÞ gives the inter-
class distance, and the variances of the classes (σ2) indicate the intraclass diameters.

We applied six separability metrics in this study for FS. The equations of the metrics are
given in this review, and more details on them can be found in Refs. 18, 22, 24, and 43.
Let a and b be two given classes, μ ¼ fμ1; μ2; : : : ; μng and Σ be the mean vector and covariance
matrix of a class in an n-dimensional feature space, respectively, and σi be the variance of a class
in the i’th dimension. The six separability metrics are as follows:

1. Euclidean distance

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;392ED ¼ kμa − μbk ¼ ½ðμa − μbÞTðμa − μbÞ�1∕2. (1)

2. Mh distance

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;347Mh ¼
�
ðμa − μbÞT

�
Σa þ Σb

2

�
−1
ðμa − μbÞ

�
1∕2

: (2)

3. Divergence distance

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;289D ¼ 1

2
tr½ðΣa − ΣbÞðΣ−1

a − Σ−1
b Þ� þ 1

2
tr½ðΣ−1

a þ Σ−1
b Þðμa − μbÞðμa − μbÞT�. (3)

Fig. 1 Two hypothetical classes with normal distribution in one-dimensional feature space.
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4. Bhattacharyya distance

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;723B ¼ 1

8
Mhþ 1

2
ln

�jðΣa þ ΣbÞ∕2j
ðjΣajjΣbjÞ1∕2

�
: (4)

5. TD distance

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;665Dt ¼ 2½1 − e−D∕8�. (5)

6. JM distance

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;620JM ¼ ½2ð1 − e−BÞ�1∕2. (6)

All of the mentioned separability metrics compute the distance between two classes. In multi-
class cases, a common solution is to calculate the average distance over all class pairs43

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;546Lavg ¼
P

m−1
a¼1

P
m
b¼aþ1 Lab

C
; (7)

where Lab is a separability measure between the classes a and b,m is the number of classes, and
C is the number of class pairs and

P
is the mathematical summation indicator in this equation.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Spectral Region Splitting

In the SRS method, the spectrum is split into spectral bands with different spectral widths. This
method is an iterative top-down algorithm, and, therefore, a termination point must be chosen to
stop the iterations. We use the term “bands” to refer to the spectral regions, either narrow or wide,
obtained by the SRS algorithm and the term “channels” to refer to the narrow spectral channels in
the original hyperspectral image data.

Let R be an original hyperspectral image with Nc channels and Np pixels:
R ¼ fRijj1 ≤ i ≤ Nc; 1 ≤ j ≤ Npg, and Rij is the i’th signal value in the j’th pixel. Assume
that a reduced spectral band configuration (A) with k bands, k ∈ Zþ and k ≤ Nc, is
A ¼ fAtjj1 ≤ t ≤ k; 1 ≤ j ≤ Npg, and Atj is the value of the t’th band in the j’th pixel.
The number of splits is k − 1, with Nc − 1 possible spectral locations. The set
S ¼ fs1; s2; : : : ; sk−1g gives the split locations sorted with respect to their wavelength, so
s1 < s2 < : : : < sk−1. Determining the splits does not necessarily occur in the same order, e.
g., the first split found can be any s ∈ S. By defining s0 and sk as the beginning and the
end of the spectrum in S, then S ¼ fs0; s1; : : : ; sk−1; skg, and A is defined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;244Atj ¼
� hRiji i∈½st−1;stÞ if t < k
hRijii∈½st−1;st� if t ¼ k ; (8)

where h:i is the average of all elements in the subset.
If one band is required, there will be no split and the signal per pixel in this band will be the

mean value of all spectral channels. It has no spectral detail whatsoever. If the measurements in
the individual channels are noisy due to the narrow spectral bandwidth of the spectrometer, the
wide band will have a much better signal to noise ratio than the individual channels. Therefore,
an advantage of the broadband over the narrow channels is that at least the radiance is computed
with less random noise. However, the loss of all spectral details is the disadvantage.

If k > 1, then the algorithm will search for the location of the first split. The location is
determined based on the predefined criterion. The critical point is to translate the criterion
into a score that gives a value depending on the split location for the entire spectrum. Thus,
by scanning all possible locations of the split, the maximum or the minimum score determines
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the best location of the split in that iteration. The new band configuration is generated using
Eq. (8) for every location of the split and then calculates the score. Finally, the best location
of the split at that iteration will be found; then the subsequent locations of splits are determined
sequentially, and at each iteration, a new split is placed in the spectrum. After each iteration, the
termination point must be checked. In conclusion, the algorithm yields a continuous bandset
comprising several narrow and wide bands, identified by the spectral locations of the splits.
The SRS procedure is described schematically in Table 1.

The search is based on the given objective and corresponding metric, which in this paper
is the class discrimination. The first two spectral regions give the maximum separability on
average of the classes defined in the scene. Next, the algorithm searches for the second spec-
tral location giving the highest separability, taking into account the location of the first split.
This process continues iteratively until either the average separability [Eq. (7)] achieved with
the selected bands or the number of spectral regions reaches the predefined termination
point. Finally, we have a set of continuous bands with different widths covering the entire
spectrum.

3.2 Spectral Region Splitting with the Class Separability Metric

The channel selection methods operate keeping the original channel width.18,19 Such methods
search in the original hyperspectral space consisting of hundreds of narrow channels and select
the channels that provide the optimal value of the given metric. If the target application is clas-
sification, this metric is usually a separability metric, which is calculated based on the known
classes in the scene. In each channel, the class attributes, such as mean or variance, are constant,
and the search algorithm finds the best channel combination maximizing separability.

In the SRS algorithm, in addition to the possibility of selecting narrow channels, there is also
the freedom to average the narrow channels and construct wider spectral regions with new class
means and variances. The algorithm can average the channels to yield a better class discrimi-
nation than the selection of individual channels. By averaging the channels, two situations may
cause a better discrimination among the classes: (1) a larger distance between the class means

Table 1 SRS algorithm (pseudocode).

Algorithm SRSðR;T Þ // R is the original dataset, and T is the termination point

begin

S←fs0; skg // The set of split locations

P←fp1; : : : ; pNc−1g // The set of potential split locations

Sc ¼ Sc½AðSÞ� // Computing the score for one broad band covering the entire spectrum

while T is not valid

for all p in P

AðS ∪ pÞ is generated [Eq. (8)] and the score Sc ¼ Sc½AðS ∪ pÞ� is computed

end_for

Split at the position pmax with the highest score (Scmax)

S←S ∪ pmax // Adding the location of the new split to S

P←P∕pmax // Subtracting the new split from P

end_while

return S

end
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(i.e., an increase in the interclass distance) and (2) a smaller class variance (i.e., a reduction in the
intraclass distance).

Here, we prove that the intraclass distance becomes smaller in the new feature space.
Let X ¼ fX1; X2; : : : ; Xng be a class in a hyperspectral dataset having n independent spectral
channels with m sample pixels per channel. The class variance is a vector given as
σ2 ¼ fσ21; σ22; : : : ; σ2ng. The variance of the linear combination Y ¼ P

n
i¼1 aiXi, where

a1; a2; : : : :a3 are real constants (ai ∈ R), is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;651σ2Y ¼
Xn
i¼1

a2i σ
2
i : (9)

In SRS, when the neighboring channels are averaged to yield a wider band, the variance of each
class will be the summation of all the class variances in the channels divided by the factor n2,
where n is the number of constitutive channels of the band. In fact, if the class variances in all
channels are equal to σ2, the class variance for a band obtained by averaging those channels is
σ2∕n2, leading to a small intraclass distance. This argument can be the main point to achieve a
better class separability when the SRS method is applied.

3.3 Spectral Region Splitting Iterations

SRS, likewise most search algorithms, detects a suboptimal feature subset based on the selected
criterion, to avoid an exhaustive search for all possible combinations. The total number of sub-
sets of size n out of N possible elements, n < N, is CN

n ¼ N!
ðN−nÞ!n!. In the case of hyperspectral

images, the number of combinations is very large, e.g., the number of possible selections of 10
out of 200 channels is 2.25 × 1016. Whitney33 proposed the SFS method to reduce the number of
subsets evaluated and obtain a suboptimal subset. This iterative process selects a single element
(like a channel) that appears to be the best when combined with a previously selected subset of
elements. SRS follows the same rule as well. Since SRS searches for the location of the split to
divide the spectrum, the number of possible locations is N − 1 at each iteration, where N is the
number of channels. Therefore, the number of subsets searched to find a subset of n bands from
an original dataset (2 ≤ n ≤ N) is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;116;366

Xn−1
i¼1

ðN − iÞ ¼ ðn − 1Þ
�
N −

n
2

�
: (10)

Thus, the previous example of selecting 10 bands out of 200 channels requires evaluating
1755 band sets, i.e., 13 orders of magnitude (1013) less than the number of bandsets searched by
an exhaustive search strategy.

4 Dataset

The algorithm was evaluated by applying it to two hyperspectral datasets acquired by AVIRIS
over a mostly vegetated area in northwestern Indiana and the Salinas Valley, California. The
AVIRIS sensor covers the spectrum from 400 to 2500 nm in 224 spectral channels.1,2 The details
of the images are as follows:

Indian Pines: The scene consists of 145 × 145 pixels with a spatial resolution of about 20 m.
Two-thirds of the Indian Pines scene is covered by agriculture, and one-third by forest and other
natural perennial vegetation. The available ground truth on land cover is based on sixteen classes,
but it is not mutually exclusive. Since three classes in the scene contain less than 50 samples, we
did not use them for the experiments. After the atmospheric correction and the removal of noisy
channels, the number of channels was reduced to 178. We removed water absorption channels
(104 to 108, 150 to 163, and 220), noisy channels (1 to 4, 103, 109 to 111, 148 to 149, 164 to
166, and 217 to 219), and seven channels that are spectrally overlapping (32, 33, 95, 96, 158,
191, and 192). The Indian Pines dataset is available free of charge via Purdue University’s
website.44 Figure 2 shows the scene and its reference ground truth data with 13 classes.
Figure 3 shows the legend of the reference data, giving information about all the available classes
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in the scene in addition to the unclassified pixels (unknown class). The classes not included in
our evaluations are shown as black, the same as the unclassified pixels.

Salinas: This scene is characterized by high spatial resolution (3.7 m). The area covered
comprises 512 lines by 217 samples. The dataset is available in Ref. 45 only as at-sensor radiance
with 20 water absorption channels (108 to 112, 154 to 167, and 224) discarded. We corrected the
data atmospherically and removed the noisy (1 to 4, 107, 113, and 220 to 223) and duplicated
channels (33, 34, 97, and 98). The final dataset has 190 channels. The ground truth on the land
cover is also available; it contains 16 classes including vegetables, bare soils, and vineyard fields,
which are all the classes used in our experiments. Figure 4 shows the scene and the ground truth
reference data, and Fig. 5 shows the legend.

5 Experiments and Results

SRS was applied to the two hyperspectral datasets with the criterion of optimal separability
between the classes in the scenes. To assess SRS, we compared it with the search algorithms

Fig. 2 True color image of (a) Indian Pines scene and (b) the reference data.

Fig. 3 The legend of the Indian Pines reference data and their respective sample numbers.
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used for channel selection and described in Sec. 2.1. This evaluation was performed by compar-
ing the mean separability [Eq. (7)] and classification accuracy versus the number of features in
each step.

For the experiments, we separated the available samples (pixels) for each land-cover class
into training and testing data using a random subsampling method, so the training set represents
the distribution of class attributes well. The training datasets were generated by taking 35%,
50%, and 70% of the total number of samples (pixels) per class and the remaining samples
were considered validation data. Finally, the results obtained with the three datasets were aver-
aged. We repeated random subsampling validation using different partitions of the samples per
class and averaged the results46 to derive a more accurate estimate of the model performance and
generalize the statistical analyses.

5.1 Spectral Region Splitting Versus Best-Selected Channels

In the first experiment, we compared the spectral configuration constructed by SRS with the best
channels giving the maximum separability selected by the BB search algorithm. As mentioned, BB
selects the best n features with the highest value of the given metric out of anN-feature dataset. All
other channel selection methods would choose n channels giving a lower or at best equal value of
the metric than the channel set selected by BB. However, BB is costly when applied to large
datasets.34 Therefore, we used smaller datasets with 20 channels in this experiment.

The 20-channel datasets were chosen from two spectral regions of the Indian Pines scene:
(1) visible (VIS) spectral region: 400 to 637 nm and (2) near-infrared (NIR) spectral region: 647

Fig. 4 True color image of the (a) Salinas scene and (b) the reference data.
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to 822 nm. The two common separability measures, Mh and JM, were applied as separability
metrics with the SRS and BB algorithms. We also applied the two other search algorithms to
select channels: SFS and SFFS. These two algorithms do not select the channels having a better
result than BB since they select a suboptimal channel set (see Sec. 2.1). We used them in this
experiment to benchmark their performance against BB, prior to applying them to the entire
scene in the second experiment.

The first experiment shows that the SRS method can provide a better class discrimination
than the best selection of spectral channels (Fig. 6). When the number of bands is small (in the
worst case, it was three), SRS may not give a better class separability than channel selection.
After a few iterations, however, the SRS method has a rapid improvement and creates spectral
regions providing better separability. This means that the spectral regions identified by SRS
would discriminate the classes better than the same number of selected spectral channels by

Fig. 5 The legend of the Salinas reference data and their respective sample numbers.

Fig. 6 The mean class separability versus the number of features obtained by applying the
(a) Mh and (b) JM distances and the four algorithms described in the text; the datasets used
are two spectral subsets with 20 channels of the Indian Pines scene from VIS and NIR spectral
regions.
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BB. This result was obtained in all cases, regardless of whether Mh or JM was used. Table 2 also
gives the value of JM on the NIR subset for more clarification.

The performance with both SFS and SFFS is almost as good as the BB selection in most
cases. SFFS sometimes gave a lower separability than SFS, e.g., when Mh is used over NIR
spectral regions. The result of the final selection, i.e., 20 features, was the same for all the algo-
rithms since all available features were applied to determine separability with all the algorithms.

Overall, a spectral configuration determined by SRS identifies features that give better class
separability than the other search algorithms used for channel selection in this study. The widely
used search methods, SFS and SFFS, result in channel sets providing lower class separability
than the channels selected by BB to maximize separability, although the differences are
rather small.

5.2 Spectral Region Splitting Versus Conventional Channel Selection Methods

The second experiment compares the SRS with SFS and SFFS by applying them to the complete
datasets. The BB algorithm is not applicable for a large dataset (see Sec. 2.1). We used the six
separability measures mentioned in Sec. 2.2, and both the Indian Pines and Salinas datasets were
used. Figures 7 and 8 show the general trends in mean separability versus the number of features
for the two different hyperspectral scenes, with the number of features being from two to a
maximum of 30.

Table 2 Mean JM distance between the class pairs using the bands and channels obtained by
different algorithms over the NIR dataset.

No. of features SFS SFFS BB SRS

1 1.1762 1.1585 1.1762 0.7635

2 1.3304 1.3314 1.3325 1.3347

3 1.3692 1.3676 1.3694 1.3666

4 1.3784 1.3772 1.3793 1.3833

5 1.3858 1.3850 1.3859 1.3905

6 1.3899 1.3901 1.3901 1.3948

7 1.3926 1.3926 1.3926 1.3962

8 1.3945 1.3944 1.3945 1.3974

9 1.3963 1.3963 1.3963 1.3984

10 1.3978 1.3979 1.3979 1.3995

11 1.3992 1.3994 1.3994 1.4004

12 1.4004 1.4006 1.4006 1.4013

13 1.4017 1.4017 1.4017 1.4022

14 1.4026 1.4025 1.4026 1.4030

15 1.4034 1.4034 1.4034 1.4037

16 1.4042 1.4042 1.4042 1.4044

17 1.4049 1.4049 1.4049 1.4050

18 1.4055 1.4055 1.4055 1.4056

19 1.4061 1.4061 1.4061 1.4061

20 1.4065 1.4065 1.4065 1.4065
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Overall, SRS yields a better separability with a higher number of bands in all cases except
when Euclidean distance was applied. The main difference between the Euclidean distance and
the other metrics is the class variance that is not taken into account by the Euclidean distance,
which only accounts for interclass distance. This means that a new feature space is generated by
SRS, but, if based on the class mean only, it gives a worse discrimination. On the other hand,
when other separability metrics are used, SRS achieves a better class discrimination than SFS
and SFFS. These metrics consider both the class mean and the class variance, which contribute to
improving the separability. Initial selections usually give better performance with individual
channels than with wider spectral bands. The number of wider bands needed for higher sepa-
rability than with spectral channels is different from case to case, but at some points SRS always
provides a better separability. For example, even with two bands, SRS gave a better result than
channel selection methods when Bhattacharyya or divergence metrics were applied with the
Indian Pines dataset. In the worst case, at least seven bands were needed to achieve a better
SRS performance for the Salinas scene, when the TD metric is applied.

Fig. 7 The mean separability distance of the features obtained with different algorithms for the
Indian Pines dataset.
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Sometimes SFFS does not select the number of channels predefined by the termination point
since SFFS remains in a local loop during the search and cannot determine the required number
of features. This occurs during the “conditional exclusion” of the features already selected in the
backward process of the algorithm (see Ref. 34 for the details).

We developed a hypothetical example of the steps in a run of the SFFS algorithm since, in the
practical cases of this experiment, the number of steps is too large to reveal this issue. Let k be
the number of features in the set Sk and JðSkÞ be the criterion function for the given set. Then the
example is as follows (Table 3):

At step 2, the features are {1,2}, which are again obtained 10 steps later, at step 12. When the
iteration continues, the same loop will be repeated, and the other features of the original dataset
will not be selected. This situation is more likely to occur when the number of features is large. In
these cases, we considered the maximum number of channels provided by SFFS.

Using the Euclidean distance, the results of SFS and SFFS were the same. Furthermore,
SFFS does not always provide a higher separability than SFS,39 and the results with the two
methods were almost the same, whereas the SRS results were better. Table 4 also gives

Fig. 8 The mean separability distance of the features obtained with different algorithms for the
Salinas dataset.
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more details about the spectral location of the channels and the splits selected by the two algo-
rithms using the JM metric.

5.3 Separability with Wider Spectral Bands

The second experiment suggests that the class variance (intraclass distance) is the major deter-
minant of the better separability achieved by SRS since we obtained the worst result by SRS
when the Euclidean distance was used. We evaluated in detail the role of the class variance
(intraclass distance) in determining class separability by analyzing the variations of both
intra- and interclass distances. This evaluation was performed by averaging all the intra- and
interclass distances for the Indian Pines dataset using the features identified by SRS and
SFS at each iteration. There are 13 intraclasses (class variances) per feature and 78 interclass
distances per feature set. The number of features in a set increases in each iteration. Therefore,
for a given feature set with k bands or channels, we calculated the mean value of k × 13 intraclass
and 78 interclass distances. We consider the results of the two most comprehensive separability
measures: JM and TD.

As expected (see Sec. 3.2), the mean intraclass distance (class variance) obtained with the
spectral bands is smaller than with individual channels in most cases [Fig. 9(a)], i.e., the mean
intraclass distance becomes smaller when the channel signals are averaged. The difference
increases with the number of bands. Analyzing the interclass distances [Fig. 10(b)] reveals
that none of the methods performs better than the other ones since each method sometimes
gives a higher mean interclass distance (distance between the class centroids).

Table 3 A hypothetical example of the steps in a run of the SFFS algorithm remaining in a local
loop.

Step Action k Sk JðSk Þ JðSk−1Þ
1 Add feature 1 1 {1} 1 —

2 Add feature 2 2 {1,2} 3 1

3 Add feature 3 3 {1,2,3} 5 3

4 Add feature 4 4 {1,2,3,4} 7 5

5 Add feature 5 5 {1,2,3,4,5} 9 7

6 Remove feature 2 4 {1,3,4,5} 8 4

7 Add feature 6 5 {1,3,4,5,6} 10 8

8 Add feature 2 6 {1,3,4,5,6,2} 12 10

9 Remove feature 5 5 {1,3,4,6,2} 11 6

10 Remove feature 6 4 {1,3,4,2} 7 4

11 Remove feature 4 3 {1,3,2} 5 2

12 Remove feature 3 2 {1,2} 3 1

Table 4 The spectral locations (nm) of the channels and splits selected by SFS-JM and SRS-JM,
respectively, for the Indian Pines dataset in the order of selection.

SFS-JM 677, 976, 1641, 2113, 754, 528, 697, 1983, 716, 1091, 627, 783, 1293, 1512, 1770, 587,
2262, 1139, 706, 1760, 1993, 548, 667, 2093, 2202, 725, 745, 617, 947, 1283.

SRS-JM 697, 1148, 2003, 735, 687, 1571, 841, 657, 577, 1789, 1323, 1120, 1621, 1283, 1730, 1983,
1442, 985, 899, 617, 1462, 488, 1091, 2153, 2083, 2242, 2192, 956, 677.
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From the three experiments, it can be concluded that a bandset created by SRS with the
proper number of bands gives a better class separability than the other channel selection methods
with the same criterion, and this is mainly due to the reduction of the intraclass distances because
of averaging the channel signals. The SRS separability is lower in the initial iterations because
the initial SRS bands are usually very broad. In this case, the class variances of the constitutive
channels are not usually equal, and an individual channel having a small class variance may yield
a better class separability. For example, a vegetation class has a larger NIR than VIS variance, so
a narrow VIS channel is likely to give a smaller variance than the average of all the variances
across the spectrum. After the first iterations, however, the newly formed spectral bands com-
prise channels with comparable variances, and averaging the channels in every band yields a
better separability of the classes in a scene.

5.4 Classification Accuracy

Finally, we applied two classifiers to the selected bands and channels and computed the accuracy
of classification to evaluate and compare performance. In this experiment, maximum likelihood
classifier (MLC) and SVMwere applied to the final channels and bands identified by SFS, SFFS,
and SRS using the JM and TD metrics. The classification accuracies are shown in Fig. 10 for the
two scenes. Table 5 also gives the accuracy of six instances of feature sets determined by SFS-JM
and SRS-JM.

The classification accuracy obtained with the spectral bands identified by SRS was higher
than the accuracy obtained with the channel selection methods. When the number of features was
small, SFS and SFFS might give better results. On the other hand, with a maximum of four
spectral features, SRS gave higher accuracy than both SFS and SFFS for the Indian Pines
scene when MLC was used as the classifier. For the Salinas scene, there were larger fluctuations
in the classification accuracy, i.e., sometimes the channel selection methods gave better results
when the number of bands was low, while with higher number of bands SRS had better accuracy.
MLC gave a larger improvement in classification accuracy with the bandset created by SRS than
with SVM. On average, the improvements were about 3.24% and 0.96% when MLC and SVM
were used, respectively. This is due to the reduction in class variances having a larger impact on a
parametric classifier like MLC that considers the distributions of class attributes explicitly.

5.5 Comparison with a Wrapper Approach

The last results revealed that the band configurations identified by SRS gave a noticeable
improvement in classification accuracy compared with the channel selected by SFS and
SFFS, especially when the MLC was used. Although our focus was on FS based on the filter
approach, we compared the results of classification with an algorithm based on the wrapper

Fig. 9 The mean (a) intraclass and (b) interclass distance of 13 classes for the Indian Pines data-
set with a different number of features when JM and TD measures are applied with the SRS and
SFS search algorithms.
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models35,47,48 as well. In the wrapper models, features (channels) are usually selected given the
classifier based on the accuracy of classification. It is usually assumed that the wrapper
approaches achieve better classification accuracy than the filter approaches since they identify
features that better suit the classification algorithm regarding the performance.49–51 The wrapper
approaches, on the other hand, are computationally more expensive than the filter

Table 5 The classification accuracy of two DRmethods (SFS-JM and SRS-JM) based on the filter
approach and one method (SVM-RFE) based on the wrapper approach.

Dataset Indian Pines Salinas

Classifier MLC SVM MLC SVM

Method
SFS-
JM

SRS-
JM

SFS-
JM

SRS-
JM

SVM-
RFE

SFS-
JM

SRS-
JM

SFS-
JM

SRS-
JM

SVM-
RFE

Number
of
features

5 68.73 71.78 75.53 74.18 43.01 78.69 82.22 77.67 76.96 73.38

10 80.65 83.27 83.43 84.94 72.22 80.09 85.35 79.21 78.33 81.28

15 83.53 86.99 83.43 84.94 76.70 84.71 87.42 79.33 79.10 83.16

20 85.50 88.72 86.80 87.55 81.21 86.71 87.72 80.04 79.47 87.03

25 86.76 89.86 87.68 88.19 84.21 86.85 88.15 80.28 80.62 88.05

30 87.95 90.76 88.41 88.78 87.76 86.82 88.04 80.61 81.17 88.17

Fig. 10 The classification accuracy obtained with the classifiers MLC and SVM applied to the
bands and channels identified by SRS, SFS, and SFFS using the JM and TD separability metrics;
(a) and (b) Indian Pines and (c) and (d) Salinas scenes.
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approaches.52,53 We examined a well-known wrapper algorithm for channel selection on the basis
of classification accuracy in comparison with a method giving a better classification result in our
experiments: SRS-JM combined with MLC. Infact, SRS-JM identifies features based on maxi-
mizing class separability, to be applied with a classification algorithm, whereas a wrapper algo-
rithm selects features to maximize classification accuracy.

We used SVM-RFE (recursive feature elimination) as a wrapper algorithm50,51,54–56 in this
study. In RFE, the decision function of the SVM, i.e., finding an optimal hyperplane that max-
imizes the marginal distance between two classes, is used as the criterion to select features in a
backward elimination approach. It computes ranking weights based on the training samples for
all the features and sorts the features according to weight vectors.51,56

For the SVM-RFE algorithm implemented in this experiment, we considered the commonly
used “one-against-all’ strategy.43,54 The “one-against-all” strategy converts the problem of k
classes (k > 2) into k dual-class problems. The radial basis function46,52,53 is utilized as the ker-
nel function to map the original feature space into the higher dimensional space. For the kernel
width factor (γ) and regularization parameter (C), we applied different values suggested in the
literature and chose the ones giving the best classification performance, i.e., γ ¼ 0.1 and C ¼
2000 proposed by Ref. 54

In this experiment, we investigated which combination of features and classifiers would give
a higher classification accuracy. Thus, the accuracy achieved with the spectral configuration
constructed by SRS-JM, combined with MLC, was compared with the accuracy obtained by
SVM-RFE for each dataset (Fig. 11). Table 5 also gives the accuracy obtained with six feature
sets determined by SVM-RFE in comparison with SRS-JM.

It was observed in this experiment that the combination of the features identified by SRS-JM
and MLC gave a better or comparable classification accuracy than the wrapper method. The
SVM-RFE combination starts with a classification accuracy of about 70% for the Salinas
scene, increases gradually, and reaches the accuracy of SRS-JM with MLC when the number
of features is about 25. For the Indian Pines dataset, SVM-RFE had a lower accuracy than SRS-
JM in all cases, whereas the difference became less by increasing the number of features. The
SRS-JM-MLC gave about 3% higher classification accuracy with 30 features.

In comparison with the SVM-RFE algorithm, the spectral configuration determined by SRS
gave a better or comparable classification accuracy when MLC was used as the classifier and the
number of features was less than 30.

5.6 Discussion

We compared SRS with three search strategies used in channel selection: BB, SFS, and SFFS, by
applying different separability metrics: Euclidean, Mh, Bhattacharyya, divergence, TD, and JM.

Fig. 11 The classification accuracy obtained by a filter approach, i.e., features identified by SRS-
JM and the classification with MLC and one wrapper approach (SVM-RFE) for two datasets. The
legend gives in each row the feature identification algorithm, the classification method, and the
dataset used, respectively.
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In the first experiment, the comparison between SRS and BB indicated that SRS gives better
results than the best-selected channels over small datasets with the same criterion. Then, SRS
was compared with search algorithms widely used in channel selection, i.e., SFS and SFFS,
using different separability metrics over complete hyperspectral datasets. The second experiment
had a very similar outcome, i.e., better class discrimination by SRS with a higher number of
bands. On average, at least four spectral bands are needed to have better separability than by
selecting narrow channels.

The third experiment analyzed the effect of the broader spectral regions formed by SRS on
two main factors of class discrimination: interclass and intraclass distances. The results of this
experiment and the second one revealed that the main reason that SRS provides a better class
separability is the reduction of intraclass distances due to the broader spectral bands identified by
SRS. Having a better separability between the classes in a scene leads to a higher classification
accuracy in a filter-based approach and, finally, a better identification of observed targets, as
shown by the fourth experiment. Comparison with a wrapper approach, in the fifth experiment,
revealed that the combination of SRS and MLC gave a better or comparable accuracy of
classification.

6 Conclusion

The approach we proposed demonstrates the importance of averaging narrow channels in
improving the class separability by utilizing a DR method of hyperspectral data, which identifies
spectral regions with the aim of optimal class discrimination. We have shown that the algorithm,
i.e., the SRS, applied with a class separability metric can provide a spectral configuration with a
better class separability than the channels selected from the original dataset with the same cri-
terion. The reason is that SRS does not preserve the width of the original spectral channels,
unlike the channel selection methods, and it defines a new feature space by merging the adjacent
spectral channels if it is necessary. Averaging the narrow adjacent channels results in a smaller
intraclass distance by reducing the class variances, leading to an increase in class separability.
We conclude that whenever the separability measures include the intraclass parameters, SRS
provides a better class discrimination when there is an adequate number of bands. The experi-
ments were implemented on two different hyperspectral datasets including various types of
classes. Eventually, the scenes were classified applying the selected bands showing that SRS
increased the accuracy of classification by about 2%, when compared with the other filter-
based approaches.
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